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The other forest industry
Woodlot Licencees in BC are part of a
quiet little industry that makes a substantial
contribution to the forest stewardship mix.
Most people don’t know what a woodlot
licence is, let alone that there are more than
860 of them covering almost 600,000 hectares
around the province. They’re located near urban
communities, rural subdivisions, sensitive
ecosystems and traffic corridors.
The majority of the public thinks forestry is
a venture for big companies like West Fraser,
Tolko and Canfor. And it is. However, small
woodlot operators manage public forests too
and operate viable businesses that create both
economic and social benefits.
Being a modern day woodlot manager is
a challenging job, particularly in the urban
interface. It’s their responsibility to harvest
timber, manage a healthy, sustainable forest
– including replanting after harvest – protect
watersheds and riparian landscape, wildlife,
views, recreational sites, cultural heritage
resources, and maintain access to crown forest
land for public use.
There are few places where these challenges
are greater than Vancouver Island’s Northern
region. The North Island is a unique forestry
environment. The geography can be rugged
to the extreme, the level of urban interface
unprecedented, the impact of public perception
considerable. Growing and harvesting timber
is as much an exercise in diplomacy as it is
technical know-how when the prevailing opinion
is that all logging is “bad.”
The woodlot program grew in this part of
the province over two decades under “ideal”
conditions. The region was peppered with small

Jim Simpson, left, is being honoured this year with
the Premier’s Award for his work as Woodlot Licence
Coordinator with the Ministry of Forests.

Crown plots that were extremely difficult for the
Province to manage effectively. It made sense to
entrust the Crown land to private landowners,
who have a very personal attachment to their
own piece of the forest. Under the guidance of
the woodlot program, the government could be
confident their resources were in good hands.
The North Island has enjoyed tremendous
success with the woodlot program, due in part to
the efforts of Ministry staffer Jim Simpson, the
Woodlot Licence Coordinator for the Ministry of
Forest, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
in Campbell River.
He has been a stalwart advocate for the
program over the past 17 years, cutting red
tape, collaborating with licensees, engaging the
public, and taking a solutions-oriented approach
to his role. His peers aren’t surprised he’s been

nominated for the Premier’s Award this year, an
honour given to individuals who have “made an
exceptional and lasting contribution throughout
their public service career.”
Through the joint efforts of Jim and the
woodlotters, who have worked so hard to
nurture a healthy forestry sector in the region,
the program has enjoyed remarkable growth in
the Campbell River Forest District. In fact, in
2011 it represented just over 30 per cent of the
province’s volume awarded in new licences.
Considering its size, and the geographical and
social barriers that come to bear on the area,
this is a significant achievement.
Woodlots are the ultimate private/public
partnership, and the North Island is a shining
example of the benefits that can be enjoyed by
all stakeholders, no matter the challenges.

2013 CONFERENCE
WOODLOTS – The Island Way:
A Showcase of Community
Friendly Forestry
The North Island Woodlot
Association is hosting the joint
conference for the Federation of
BC Woodlot Associations and the
Woodlot Product Development this
year. The conference takes place in
CAMPBELL RIVER from
SEPT. 19 – SEPT. 22.

Getting ahead of the curve
By SARA GRADY
Wildfire season is upon us. Although early
forecasts call for a milder summer, forest
stewards such as Ian Lanki have already taken
measures to mitigate potential damage in
“urban interface” areas.
Fuel management policies have evolved
over the years, as residential developments
have increasingly encroached on heavily
forested areas. Harsh lessons were learned
in 2003 during the firestorms in McClure and
Kelowna, “changing the way we look at the
forest,” according to Lanki.
It was the dead of winter when he and his

YOU CAN HELP
Any BC resident or group can initiate a
project like the one undertaken by Ian Lanki
and the Cariboo Regional District if they
feel their community might be a high-risk
interface zone. And the measures don’t
have to be large-scale to have a positive
impact.
Simply contact your Regional District and
request a professional assessment.
Individual property owners can also find
information on how to to secure their
homes and property by visiting the BC
Forest Service’s Wildfire Management
Branch website and consulting their
“FireSmart Manual”: http://bcwildfire.
ca/FightingWildfire/safety/pamphlets/
FireSmart-BC4.pdf

Ian Lanki and his team have helped give the residents of 150 Mile House a greater sense of security against
the risk of wildfires with their urban interface work.

four-man crew were preparing for summer
in Woodlot #1696, which wraps around the
residents of 150 Mile House in BC’s Cariboo
region. Using considerable amounts of elbow
grease, and funding from the Union of BC
Municipalities, Lanki and his team were able to
carve out a 100m-wide strip protecting homes
and property. There are no guarantees when it
comes to wildfires, but this clearing provides
“a more defensible zone,” he says.
The process is extremely labour-intensive.
The crew found themselves wading through
deep snow, making it difficult to locate the
blow downs and deadwood they needed to clear.
It became particularly challenging when the
ground would thaw, then freeze again, producing
an icy, snag-filled underlayer. “You’d shuffle
on the ground until you tripped,” says Lanki.

Most of the material pulled out of this
buffer zone was scrap and destined for the
burn pile, but a small amount was recovered
for firewood, albeit not enough to offset the
cost of the clearing.
Burning the scrap piles was a challenge, as
well. Lanki had to get civic permits for each
burn, and then wait for the appropriate “venting
index” – the measure of how quickly the smoke
would clear the air – before lighting the fires.
This often meant returning to land they’d already
covered, and also monitoring the piles to ensure
the fires were safely contained and didn’t pose
a threat to the adjacent forest and subdivisions.
While the process is arduous and timeconsuming, the efforts – and expense – were
worth it for the residents in this community who, in
Lanki’s words, “wanted to get ahead of the curve.”

